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(57) To provide a content distribution system which
inhibits execution of processing which is unnecessary for
streams having specific structures. The content distribu-
tion system includes a distribution server and a playback
apparatus. The distribution server transmits a program
stream and a program state flag associated with the pro-
gram stream that indicates whether or not program con-
tent corresponding to the program stream is constituted

of only 3D video. The playback apparatus determines,
prior to decoding the program stream, whether or not the
program state flag indicates that the program content is
constituted of only 3D video, and when determining that
the program content is constituted of only 3D video, de-
codes the program stream and performs control so as to
play back the program stream as 3D video without de-
termining whether or not each frame included in the pro-
gram stream is a 3D video frame.
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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present invention relates to a technology
for displaying 2D and 3D video.

[Description of the Related Art]

[0002] The technology disclosed in Patent Literature 1
and the like is conventionally known as technology for
reproducing and displaying stereoscopic images on dig-
ital televisions and the like.
[0003] More specifically, Patent Literature 1 discloses
a technology of providing, to each frame constituting a
stream to be sequentially broadcasted, identification in-
formation identifying whether a given frame is a 2D video
frame or a 3D video frame. A playback apparatus playing
back video determines whether a given frame is a 2D
video frame or a 3D video frame by referring to the iden-
tification information provided thereto and performs play-
back of 2D video or 3D video according to the result of
the determination.

[Citation List]

[Patent Literature]

[Patent Literature 1 ]

[0004] Japanese Patent Application Publication No.
2005-094168

[Summary of Invention]

[Technical Problem]

[0005] Here, presumption is made of a case where a
stream distributed via a network, such as the internet, is
constituted of only 3D video frames and therefore, does
not include any 2D video frames. When a 3D movie
stream having such a structure is played back by applying
the method disclosed in Patent Literature 1, reference is
made to identification information provided to each of the
frames constituting the stream even though such refer-
encing is unnecessary.
[0006] In view of such a problem, one aim of the
present invention is to provide a content distribution sys-
tem, a playback apparatus, a distribution server, a play-
back method, and a distribution method, which inhibit
execution of processing that is unnecessary for streams
having specific structures.

[Solution to the Problems]

[0007]  So as to achieve the aim presented in the
above, the present invention provides a content distribu-
tion system including a distribution server that distributes

a program stream pertaining to program content and a
playback apparatus that decodes and plays back the pro-
gram stream, the distribution server and the playback
apparatus being connected via a network, the distribution
server comprising: a distribution unit that distributes, to
the playback apparatus via the network, the program
stream and a program state flag associated with the pro-
gram stream, the program state flag indicating whether
or not the program content is constituted of only 3D video,
and the playback apparatus comprising: a reception unit
that receives, from the distribution server, the program
stream and the program state flag; a determination unit
that determines, prior to decoding of the program stream,
whether or not the program state flag indicates that the
program content is constituted of only 3D video; and a
playback unit that decodes the program stream and that
performs control so as to play back the program stream
as 3D video without determining whether or not each of
frames included in the program stream is a 3D video
frame when the determination unit determines that the
program state flag indicates that the program content is
constituted of only 3D video.

[Advantageous Effects of the Invention]

[0008] According to this structure, the distribution serv-
er of the content distribution system transmits the pro-
gram stream and the program state flag to the playback
apparatus. The playback apparatus decodes and plays
back the program stream without determining whether
or not each of the frames included in the program stream
is a 3D video frame when determining, prior to decoding
the program stream, that the program content corre-
sponding to the program stream is constituted of only 3D
video by using the program state flag. As such, when
program content constituted of only 3D video is distrib-
uted as a single distribution-target content in a content
distribution service, the content distribution system inhib-
its the execution of the processing of determining wheth-
er or not each of the frames included in the program con-
tent is a 3D video frame.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[0009]

Figs. 1A-1C illustrate a form of usage of a digital
television (playback apparatus) 100.
Fig. 2 illustrates an example of how a stereoscopic
image is displayed.
Fig. 3 illustrates an example of how video in the
Side-by-Side format is displayed.
Fig. 4 illustrates an example of a structure of frames
for stereoscopic viewing.
Fig. 5 illustrates a structure of a content distribution
system 1.
Fig. 6 illustrates a structure of a distribution server
300.
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Fig. 7 illustrates one example of a data structure of
a content management table 310.
Fig. 8 illustrates one example of a data structure of
a playback control file.
Fig. 9 illustrates a structure of the digital television
100.
Fig. 10 illustrates a structure of an output processing
unit 118.
Fig. 11 illustrates an overview of operations of the
content distribution system 1.
Fig. 12 is a flowchart illustrating operations of the
digital television 100 when performing playback of a
stream.
Fig. 13 is a flowchart illustrating playback processing
in a 2D output mode.
Fig. 14 is a flowchart illustrating playback processing
in a 3D output mode.
Fig. 15 is a flowchart illustrating operations involved
in playback processing of video including both 2D
and 3D video.
Fig. 16 illustrates operations involved when perform-
ing playback processing while referring to identifica-
tion information contained in SEIs.
Fig. 17 illustrates operations involved when perform-
ing playback processing without referring to identifi-
cation information contained in the SEIs.
Fig. 18 illustrates a modification of the data structure
of the playback control file.
Fig. 19 illustrates a modification of the data structure
of the playback control file (specification of an initial
frame of a content piece).

[Description of Embodiment]

1. First Embodiment

[0010] In the following, explanation is provided of a
content distribution system pertaining to the present em-
bodiment with reference to the accompanying drawings.
The content distribution system pertaining to the present
embodiment is constituted of a distribution server that
performs distribution of content and a playback appara-
tus that performs playback of the distributed content.

1.1 Stereoscopic Viewing

[0011] First, a brief explanation is provided of the prin-
ciples of stereoscopic viewing. Stereoscopic viewing is
realized by using an integral imaging method such as a
holographic technology or a method using parallax im-
ages.
[0012] The first method of applying holographic tech-
nology is characterized in that objects are recreated ster-
eoscopically and are perceived by humans in exactly the
same way as when viewing objects in everyday life. How-
ever, although the generation of moving pictures accord-
ing to this technology is possible in theoretical grounds,
there are several requirements which need to be satisfied

to actually realize holographic display. That is, a compu-
ter which is capable of performing an enormous amount
of calculation for realtime generation of moving images
is required and a display device having a graphic reso-
lution sufficient for displaying thousands of lines drawn
within a single-millimeter space are required. Since such
requirements are extremely difficult to satisfy at present,
there are few, if any, examples of commercial realization
of the holographic technology.
[0013] Subsequently, explanation is provided of the
second method of applying parallax viewing. Generally,
due to the positional difference between the right eye and
the left eye, there is a slight difference between an image
viewed by the right eye and an image viewed by the left
eye. It is by utilizing this difference, also called parallax,
that humans are able to perceive images appearing in
the eyes as stereoscopic images. By performing stereo-
scopic displaying of parallax images, planar images are
perceived by the human eyes as if the images were ster-
eoscopic, by parallax.
[0014] This method is advantageous in that stereo-
scopic viewing can be realized simply by preparing two
images of different perspectives, one for the right eye
and one for the left eye. Here, importance lies in ensuring
that an image corresponding to the left or right eye is
made visible to only the corresponding eye. As such,
several technologies applying this method, including the
alternate-frame sequencing method, have been put into
practical use.
[0015] The alternate-frame sequencing method is a
method where left-view images and right-view images
are displayed in alternation along the chronological axis
direction. The images displayed in alternation in such a
manner cause the left and right scenes to overlap each
other in the viewer’s brain due to an afterimage effect,
and thus are perceived as stereoscopic images.
[0016] A playback apparatus pertaining to the present
embodiment is a television capable of displaying 3D vid-
eo. Fig. 1A illustrates a form of usage of the playback
apparatus. As illustrated in Fig. 1A, the playback appa-
ratus includes a digital television 100 and 3D glasses
200, which are used by a user in combination.
[0017] The digital television 100 is capable of display-
ing 2D video and 3D video, and displays video by playing
back streams that are included in broadcast waves re-
ceived thereby.
[0018] The digital television 100 of the present embod-
iment realizes stereoscopic viewing by having the user
wear the 3D glasses 200. The 3D glasses 200 include
liquid crystal shutters, and enable the user to view par-
allax images through alternate-frame sequencing. A par-
allax image is a pair of images composed of an image
for the right eye and an image for the left eye and enables
stereoscopic viewing by having each eye of the user view
only the image corresponding thereto. Fig. 1B shows the
state of the 3D glasses 200 when a left-view image is
being displayed. At the moment when a left-view image
is displayed on the screen, the aforementioned 3D glass-
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es 200 make the liquid crystal shutter corresponding to
the left eye transparent and make the liquid crystal shutter
corresponding to the right eye opaque. Fig. 1C shows
the state of the 3D glasses 200 when a right-view image
is being displayed. At a moment when a right-view image
is displayed on the screen, in a reversal of the above,
the liquid crystal shutter corresponding to the right eye
is made transparent and the liquid crystal shutter corre-
sponding to the left eye is made opaque.
[0019] This concludes the explanation of the form of
usage of the playback apparatus.
[0020] In the following, explanation is provided of a
method of displaying parallax images for stereoscopic
viewing.
[0021] Stereoscopic viewing applying the parallax im-
age method involves preparing respective pictures for
the right eye and the left eye and displaying such pictures
so that each eye sees only pictures corresponding there-
to in order to achieve the stereoscopic effect. Fig. 2 shows
the head of a user on the left-hand side, and, on the right-
hand side, an example of a dinosaur skeleton as viewed
by the left eye as well as by the right eye. By repeatedly
alternating the transparency and opacity for the left and
right eyes, the user’s brain is made to combine the views
of each eye from afterimage effects, resulting in the per-
ception that a stereoscopic object exists along an imag-
inary line extending from the middle of the face.
[0022] In the context of parallax images, images
viewed by the left eye are called left-view images (L-im-
ages) and images viewed by the right eye are called right-
view images (R-images). Furthermore, a motion picture
in which each picture is an L-image is called the left-view
video and a motion picture in which each picture is an R-
image is called the right-view video.
[0023] There exist 3D methods in which the left-view
video and the right-view video are combined and com-
pression-coded, such as the frame compatible method
and the service compatible method.
[0024] The first of these, the frame-compatible meth-
od, involves shrinking or extracting lines from each of the
pictures corresponding to the left-view video and the
right-view video so as to combine the pictures into one,
and is performed using ordinary motion picture compres-
sion-coding methods. An example of this is the Side-by-
Side format as illustrated in Fig. 3. The Side-by-Side for-
mat shrinks each of the pictures corresponding to the
left-view video and the right-view video by 1/2 in the hor-
izontal direction and lines up the results side by side to
form a single picture. A stream is yielded from the motion
picture made up of pictures so formed by performing or-
dinary motion picture compression-coding. On the other
hand, during playback, the stream is decoded into a mo-
tion picture according to ordinary motion picture com-
pression-coding methods. Further, each picture within
the decoded motion picture is split into left and right im-
ages which are respectively expanded in the horizontal
direction by a factor of two to obtain the pictures corre-
sponding to the left-view video and the right-view video.

The images so obtained of the left-view video (L-images)
and the right-view video (R-images) are displayed in al-
ternation. Thus, as illustrated in Fig. 2, a stereoscopic
image can be obtained therefrom. Aside from the Side-
by-Side format, the frame-compatible method can be
achieved using the Top-and-Bottom format, in which the
L and R images are aligned vertically, or the Line Alter-
native format, in which the lines within each picture are
interleaved lines from the L and R images, and the like.
[0025] Subsequently, explanation is provided of the
service compatible method. The service compatible
method is realized by using a left-view stream and a right-
view stream respectively yielded by digitalizing and com-
pression-coding left-view video and right-view video.
[0026] Fig. 4 illustrates an example of the internal
structure of the left-view and right-view streams used in
the service compatible method for realizing stereoscopic
viewing.
[0027] The second row of Fig. 4 shows the internal
structure of the left-view stream. In specific, the left-view
stream includes the picture data I1, P2, Br3, Br4, P5, Br6,
Br7, and P9. These pictures are decoded in accordance
with the Decode Time Stamp (DTS). The top row shows
the left-view images. The left-view images are played
back by playing back the decoded picture data I1, P2,
Br3, Br4, P5, Br6, Br7, and P9 in the order of II, Br3, Br4,
P2, Br6, Br7, and P5 in accordance with the Presentation
Time Stamp (PTS). In Fig. 4, a picture to which intra-
picture coding is applied without the use of a reference
picture is called an I-picture. Here, note that a picture is
defined as a unit of encoding that encompasses both
frames and fields. Also, a picture to which inter-picture
coding is applied with reference to one previously-proc-
essed picture is called a P-picture, a picture to which
inter-picture predictive coding is applied with reference
to two previously-processed pictures at once is called a
B-picture, and a B-picture referenced by other pictures
is called a Br-picture.
[0028] The fourth row of the Fig. 4 shows the internal
structure of the right-view stream. This right-view stream
includes picture data P1, P2, B3, B4, P5, B6, B7, and
P8. These picture data are decoded in accordance with
the DTS. The third row shows the right-view images. The
right-view images are played back by playing back the
decoded picture data P1, P2, B3, B4, P5, B6, B7, and
P8 in the order of P1, B3, B4, P2, B6, B7, and P5 in
accordance with the PTS. Here, it should be noted that
stereoscopic playback by alternate-frame sequencing
displays one of the pair sharing the same PTS, i.e. either
the left-view image or the right-view image, with a delay
equal to half the PTS interval (hereinafter referred to as
a "3D display delay") following the display of the image
of the other perspective.
[0029] The fifth row shows how the 3D glasses 200
change between different states thereof. As shown in the
fifth row, the right-eye shutter is closed whenever left-
view images are viewed, and the left-eye shutter is closed
whenever right-view images are viewed.
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[0030] In addition to inter-picture predictive coding that
makes use of correlations between pictures along the
chronological axis, the left-view stream and the right-view
stream are also compressed using inter-picture predic-
tive coding that makes use of correlations between the
different perspectives. The pictures of the right-view vid-
eo stream are compressed by referencing pictures from
the left-view video stream with the same display time.
[0031] For example, the leading P-picture of the right-
view stream references an I-picture from the left-view
stream, the B-pictures of the right-view stream reference
Br-pictures from the left-view stream, and the second P-
picture of the right-view stream references a P-picture
from the left-view stream.
[0032] Further, a compression coded stream that can
be decoded independently is termed a "base view
stream". This may be either one of the left-view and right-
view videos. All of the picture data from the left-view and
right view streams making up the base view stream are
compression coded according to inter-frame correla-
tions. A stream that can only be decoded after the base
view stream has been decoded is termed a "dependent
view stream". Here, the base view stream and the de-
pendent view stream may be stored and transferred as
separate streams, or else may be multiplexed into a sin-
gle stream, such as an MPEG2-TS stream or the like.

1.2 Overview of the Content Distribution System I

[0033] A content distribution system 1 includes the dig-
ital television 100 and a distribution server 300 as illus-
trated in Fig. 5.
[0034] In the content distribution system 1, the digital
television 100 and the distribution server 300 are con-
nected to each other via a network 2 such as the internet,
and perform transmission and reception of data such as
program content with each other via the network 2. Note
that program content is referred to hereinafter simply as
"content".
[0035] In addition, the digital television 100 is, for in-
stance, a plasma television, and a user is required to use
the 3D glasses 200 when viewing content including 3D
video on the digital television 100.
[0036] The distribution server 300 stores multiple piec-
es of content, each in a form of a stream specified under
MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 (referred to hereinafter simply as a
"stream"). When receiving a request for content from the
digital television 100, the distribution server 300 transmits
a playback control file corresponding to the content re-
quested to the digital television 100. A playback control
file is a file including description of information such as
attribute information, a storage location (URL) and the
like of the corresponding content. The information includ-
ed in a playback control file is required for playback of
the corresponding content. In addition to such informa-
tion, a playback control file includes information identify-
ing whether the corresponding content is (i) content con-
stituted of only 2D video, (ii) content constituted of only

3D video, or (iii) content including both 2D and 3D video.
[0037] After having transmitted the playback control
file, the distribution server 300 distributes, in response
to a request by the digital television 100, a stream cor-
responding to the content requested to the digital televi-
sion 100 via the network 2.
[0038] The digital television 100 transmits a request
for content to the distribution server 300 via the network
2. Following this, when receiving the stream correspond-
ing to the content from the distribution server 300, the
digital television 100 plays back the received stream.
Note that the content requested by the digital television
100 is content that is desired by a viewer and that has
been selected by the viewer performing user operations.
[0039] Although the stream as discussed herein is a
conventional stream specified under MPEG-4 AVG/
H.264, a brief explanation thereof is provided in the fol-
lowing.
[0040] A stream is composed of a series of GOPs
(Groups of Pictures). A GOP includes a plurality of frames
(pictures) arranged in order in accordance with the ref-
erence relationship between the frames. When decoding
the stream, the encoded frames are rearranged in the
order in which they are to be displayed and decoding is
performed in such an order.
[0041] In addition, each frame is provided with addi-
tional information referred to as a "Frame packing ar-
rangement SEI (Supplemental Enhance Information)".
The SEI includes identification information identifying
whether a corresponding frame is a 3D video frame or a
2D video frame. Here, it should be noted that SEIs need
not be provided to all frames, and when a frame is not
provided with the SEI, an interpretation is made that the
frame is a 2D video frame. Additionally, when a playback
control file corresponding to content includes indication
that the content is constituted of only 2D video or that the
content is constituted of only 3D video, the SEI need not
be provided to any of the frames constituting the content.
[0042] When receiving a stream including both 2D and
3D video frames after making a determination that con-
tent includes both 2D video and 3D video according to
the information included in a playback control file, the
digital television 100, in decoding a frame of the stream,
makes a determination of whether the frame is a 3D video
frame or a 2D video frame according to the identification
information included in the corresponding SEI. The digital
television 100 performs decoding and playback of a
stream according to the result of the determination.
[0043] In contrast, when determining that the stream
requested by a user is either a stream constituted of only
2D video or a stream constituted of only 3D video ac-
cording to description included in the playback control
file, the digital television 100 performs decoding and play-
back of the stream without referring to the identification
information included in the SEIs.
[0044]  In the following, detailed explanation is provid-
ed of each of the devices (the digital television 100 and
the distribution server 300).
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1.3 Structure of the Distribution Server 300

[0045] The distribution server 300 includes: a content
storing unit 301; a distribution controlling unit 302; and
an input/output unit 303 as illustrated in Fig. 6.

(1) The Content Storing Unit 301

[0046] The content storing unit 301 stores a content
management table 310 as illustrated in Fig. 7.
[0047] The content management table 310 is provided
with multiple areas, each of which storing a set of items.
The items constituting a set include: a playback control
file URL 311, a playback control file 312, a content URL
313, and content 314.
[0048] The item content 314 indicates content which
can be specified by external units at a location indicated
by a corresponding content URL 313. In addition, it is
presumed herein that the content indicated under the
item content 314 is stored in the form of a stream.
[0049] The item playback control file 312 indicates a
playback control file that corresponds to content indicat-
ed under the item content 314 in the same set. A playback
control file indicated under the item playback control file
312 can be specified by external units at a location indi-
cated by a corresponding playback control file URL 311.
[0050] For instance, a content URL of content A is ’’ht-
tp://aaa.com/bbb.tts’’, and a playback control file corre-
sponding to the content A is indicated by "File A", which
has a playback control file URL of "http://aaa.com/
bbb.cpc".
[0051] In the following, explanation is provided of the
playback control file.
[0052] A playback control file 320 has a data structure
as illustrated in Fig. 8.
[0053] A header portion (<header>) of the playback
control file 320 stores information such as: <date> and
<time> indicating the date and time that the playback
control file 320 was created; and <encryption> indicating
whether or not content corresponding to the playback
control file 320 is encrypted.
[0054] A resource information portion (<startup>) of
the playback control file 320 stores information such as:
<content_title> indicating a title of the content; <content_
abstract> providing a general description on the content;
<duration> indicating a duration of the content; and
(<start>) indicating a reference destination of the content.
In specific, the reference destination indicated in <start>
corresponds to a content URL of the content.
[0055] A chapter information portion (<content_chap-
ter_info>) of the playback control file 320 stores informa-
tion such as: <chapter> indicating a chapter number;
<chapter_point> indicating a starting point of a chapter
corresponding to the chapter number; and <chapter_ti-
tle> indicating a title of the corresponding chapter. Here,
it is to be noted that there may be multiple sets of chapter
information constituted of a chapter number, a chapter
starting point, and a chapter title.

[0056] An ES (Elementary Stream) information portion
(<es_info>) of the playback control file 320 stores infor-
mation such as: <video_info> including information per-
taining to a video ES; <audio_info> including information
pertaining to an audio ES; and <caption_info> including
information pertaining to a subtitle ES.
[0057] In the present embodiment, a new description
element 321 is additionally provided to the information
pertaining to a video ES included in the ES information
portion.
[0058] In specific, description of "s3d_frame_compa-
tible structure="sbs"" included in the description element
321 indicates that a stream corresponding to the play-
back control file includes a frame generated in the
Side-by-Side format. In other words, the description of
"s3d_frame_compatible structure="sbs"" indicates that
the stream includes 3D video. Here, when the stream
includes a frame generated in the Top-and-Bottom for-
mat, the description of "sbs" in "s3d_frame_compatible
structure="sbs"" is replaced with description of "tab".
Note that, in the following description, the description
"structure="sbs"" included in the description element 321
is referred to as a "3D composition state flag". Further,
in the explanation to be provided in the following, when
"the 3D composition state flag indicates Side-by-Side",
"sbs" is set to the 3D composition state flag, whereas
when "the 3D composition state flag indicates Top-and-
Bottom", "tab" is set to the 3D composition state flag.
[0059] Description of "signaling="xxxx"" included in the
description element 321 indicates whether or not identi-
fication information included in a corresponding SEI is to
be referred to for decoding each frame of the stream.
More specifically, either "true" or "false" is set to "xxxx"
of "signaling="xxxx"" as illustrated in Fig. 8. When "true"
is set to "xxxx", indication is being made that identification
information included in a corresponding SEI is to be re-
ferred to for decoding each frame, whereas, when "false"
is set to "xxxx", indication is being made that identification
information included in the SEIs is not to be referred to.
In other words, when "false" is set to "xxxx", indication is
being made that all frames contained in the stream are
3D video frames. Note that, in the explanation provided
in the following, the description "signaling="xxxx"" includ-
ed in the description element 321 is referred to as a "pro-
gram state flag". Further, in the explanation to be provid-
ed in the following, when "the program state flag indicates
that identification information in SEI is to be referred to",
the program state flag indicates ‘‘signaling=‘‘true"",
whereas when "the program state flag indicates that iden-
tification information in SEI is not to be referred to", the
program state flag indicates "signaling="false"".
[0060] Description of "beginning="yy"" included in the
description element 321 indicates whether an initial
frame of the stream is a 2D video frame or a 3D video
frame. Here, a description of either "2d" or "3d" is set to
"yy" of "beginning="yy"" as illustrated in Fig. 8. When "2d"
is set to "yy", indication is being made that the initial frame
is a 2D video frame, whereas, when "3d" is set to "yy",
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indication is being made that the initial frame is a 3D
video frame. Note that, in the following description, the
description "beginning="yy"" included in the description
element 321 is referred to as an "initial frame state flag".
Further, in the explanation to be provided in the following,
when "the initial frame state flag indicates 3D’’, the initial
frame state flag indicates "beginning="3d"", whereas,
when "the initial frame state flag indicates 2D", the initial
frame state flag indicates "beginning="2d"". In addition,
an initial frame as defined in the present embodiment
refers to a frame, in a stream pertaining to a program,
corresponding to a head portion of the program.
[0061] In addition, the description of "true" in "true
</s3d_frame_compatible" included in the description el-
ement 321 indicates that the stream includes a 3D video
frame.
[0062] In addition, the non-existence of the description
element 321 in the ES information portion and/or the de-
scription of "false" being included instead of "true" in
"true</s3d_frame_compatible" indicates that all frames
constituting the stream are 2D video frames.

(2) The Distribution Control Unit 302

[0063] The distribution controlling unit 302 transmits a
playback control file and distributes a stream to the digital
television 100 in response to requests made by the digital
television 100.
[0064] More specifically, when receiving file request
information including a playback control file URL of a
playback control file corresponding to distribution-target
content (a distribution-target stream) from the digital tel-
evision 100, the distribution controlling unit 302 obtains
the playback control file identified by the playback control
file URL included in the file request information received
from the content management table 310.
[0065] Subsequently, the distribution controlling unit
302 transmits the playback control file so obtained to the
digital television 100 via the input/output unit 303.
[0066]  Further, when receiving information from the
digital television 100 requesting for the distribution-target
stream and stream request information including a con-
tent URL specifying the distribution-target stream, the
distribution controlling unit 302 obtains the stream iden-
tified by the content URL included in the stream request
information from the content management table 310.
Subsequently, the distribution controlling unit 302 trans-
mits the stream so obtained to the digital television 100
via the input/output unit 303.

(3) The Input/output Unit 303

[0067] The input/output unit 303 receives information
(file request information and stream request information)
from the digital television 100 via the network 2 and out-
puts the information so received to the distribution con-
trolling unit 302.
[0068] In addition, the input/output unit 303 receives a

playback control file and a stream from the distribution
controlling unit 302 and transmits the playback control
file and the stream to the digital television 100 via the
network 2.

1.4 Structure of the Digital television 100

[0069] The digital television 100 is, in specific, a plas-
ma television and receives streams from the distribution
server 300 via the network 2 and plays back the streams
so received.
[0070] The digital television 100 includes a content out-
put device 101 and a display device 102 as illustrated in
Fig. 9.
[0071] The content output device 101 decodes
streams received from the distribution server 300, and
outputs the decoded streams either in an output mode
for 2D video (2D output mode) or an output mode for 3D
video (3D output mode). More specifically, the content
output device 101 switches the output mode to be applied
to a stream to the 2D output mode when a stream re-
ceived from the distribution server 300 is constituted of
2D video and switches the output mode to the 3D output
mode when the stream received from the distribution
server 300 is constituted of 3D video. Here, it is to be
noted that video is output at an output cycle of 60 Hz
when the output mode is the 2D output mode, whereas
video is output in an output cycle of 120 Hz when the
output mode is the 3D output mode. Further, a "3D video
playback control (3D output mode)" as termed herein re-
fers to outputting video at an output cycle of 120 Hz,
whereas a "2D video playback control (2D output mode)
as termed herein refers to outputting video at an output
cycle of 60 Hz.
[0072] The display device 102 displays video output
from the content output device 101.
[0073] In the following, explanation is provided of the
structure of the content output device 101.
[0074] The content output device 101 includes: a TS
buffer 110; an encoded video buffer 111; a decoded video
buffer 112; an input/output unit 113; a demultiplexer 114;
a video decoding unit 115; an audio decoding unit 116;
a playback controlling unit 117; an output processing unit
118; and an operation controlling unit 119.

(1) The Operation Control Unit 119

[0075] The operation controlling unit 119 specifies a
playback control file URL identifying content whose dis-
tribution has been requested. The specification of the
playback control file URL is performed according to user
operations made by a user (viewer).
[0076] Subsequently, the operation controlling unit 119
generates file request information including the specified
playback control file URL, and transmits the file request
information so generated to the distribution server 300
via the input/output unit 113.
[0077] The specification of the playback control file
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URL by the operation controlling unit 119 is performed
as described in the following.
[0078] The operation controlling unit 119, when mak-
ing a request for content with respect to the distribution
server 300, receives playback control file URLs and
names of content pieces (streams) managed by the dis-
tribution server 300 from the distribution server 300.
When receiving the playback control file URLs and the
names of the streams, the operation controlling unit 119
causes the display device 102 to display a list of the
names of the streams. When a user operation is per-
formed by the user of selecting a name of a given stream
among the names of streams displayed in the list, the
operation controlling unit 119 specifies a playback control
file URL corresponding to the name of the content se-
lected by the user.

(2) The Input/output Unit 113

[0079] The input/output unit 113 receives file request
information from the operation controlling unit 119 and
transmits the file request information so received to the
distribution server 300 via the network 2.
[0080] The input/output unit 113 receives a playback
control file from the distribution server 300 and outputs
the playback control file so received to the playback con-
trolling unit 117.
[0081] In addition, the input/output unit 113 receives a
stream from the distribution server 300 and stores the
stream so received to the TS buffer 110.

 (3) The Playback Control Unit 117

[0082] The playback controlling unit 117 includes a
program determining unit 125 and an initial frame deter-
mining unit 126 as illustrated in Fig. 9.

(3-1) The Program Determining Unit 125

[0083] The program determining unit 125 determines
whether or not the description element 321 as illustrated
in Fig. 8 is included in the playback control file. That is,
the program determining unit 125 determines, by using
the playback control file, whether a distribution-target
stream is constituted of only 2D video or otherwise, in-
cludes 3D video.
[0084] When determining that the stream is constituted
of only 2D video, the program determining unit 125 out-
puts a first reference instruction and a 2D output instruc-
tion to the output processing unit 118. The first reference
instruction indicates that the identification information in
the SEIs is not to be referred to, and the 2D output in-
struction indicates that the output mode to be applied to
the stream is the 2D output mode.
[0085] Contrariwise, when determining that the de-
scription element 321 is included in the playback control
file, or in other words, that a distribution-target stream
includes 3D video, the program determining unit 125 de-

termines whether or not the program state flag indicates
that the identification information included in the SEIs is
to be referred to.
[0086] When determining that the program state flag
indicates that the identification information included in
the SEIs is to be referred to, the program determining
unit 125 outputs composition information and a second
reference instruction to the output processing unit 118.
The composition information is in accordance with de-
scription in the 3D composition state flag of the descrip-
tion element 321, and indicates whether 3D video is gen-
erated in the Side-by-Side format or the Top-and-Bottom
format. The second reference instruction indicates that
the identification information in the SEIs is to be referred
to.
[0087] When determining that the program state flag
indicates that the identification information included in
the SEIs is not to be referred to, the program determining
unit 125 outputs the first reference instruction, the com-
position information, and a 3D output instruction to the
output processing unit 118. The 3D output information
indicates that the output mode to be applied to the stream
is the 3D output mode.

(3-2) The Initial Frame Determining Unit 126

[0088] The initial frame determining unit 126 performs
the operations as described in the following when the
program determining unit 125 determines that (i) the play-
back control file includes the description element 321 and
(ii) the program state flag indicates that the identification
information included in the SEIs is to be referred to.
[0089] The initial frame determining unit 126 deter-
mines whether the initial frame state flag indicates 3D or
2D.
[0090] When determining that the initial frame state
flag indicates 2D, the initial frame determining unit 126
outputs the 2D output instruction to the output processing
unit 118. Contrariwise, when determining that the initial
frame state flag indicates 3D, the initial frame determining
unit 126 outputs the 3D output instruction to the output
processing unit 118.

(4) The TS Buffer 110

[0091] The TS buffer 110 is a buffer having a storage
area for storing a stream distributed from the distribution
server 300.

(5) The Demultiplexer 114

[0092] The demultiplexer 114 demultiplexes a re-
ceived stream into a video stream constituting the video
portion of the stream and an audio stream constituting
the audio portion of the stream. Further, the demultiplexer
114 outputs the video stream so obtained to the encoded
video buffer 111 and outputs the audio stream so ob-
tained to the audio decoding unit 116.
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(6) The Encoded Video Buffer 111

[0093] The encoded video buffer 111 is a buffer having
a storage area for storing a video stream. A video stream
stored in the encoded video buffer 111 is constituted of
encoded frames, or in other words, frames that have not
yet been decoded.

(7) The Video Decoding Unit 115

[0094] The video decoding unit 115 reads out a video
stream constituting 2D and/or 3D video from the encoded
video buffer 111, decodes the video stream read out to
obtain video frames, and obtains SEIs provided to the
video frames so obtained. Note that here, the video de-
coding unit does not cut out left-view images and right-
view images from decoded 3D video frames upon de-
coding the 3D video frames.
[0095] Further, the video decoding unit 115 stores the
decoded video frames to the decoded video buffer 112
and outputs the SEIs obtained to the output processing
unit 118.

(8) The Decoded Video Buffer 112

[0096] The decoded video buffer 112 is a buffer having
a storage area for storing decoded video frames.

(9) The Output Processing Unit 118

[0097] The output processing unit 118 switches the
output mode to be applied to a decoded video frame ac-
cording to whether the decoded video frame is a 2D video
frame or a 3D video frame and outputs the decoded video
frame to the display device 102.
[0098] The output processing unit 118 includes a frame
buffer 120, a video processing unit 121, and an output
controlling unit 122 as illustrated in Fig. 9.

(9-1) The Frame Buffer 120

[0099] The frame buffer 120 includes a first buffer 130
and a second buffer 131 as illustrated in Fig. 10.
[0100] The first buffer 130 is a buffer for storing video
frames constituting 2D video (referred to as "2D video
frames").
[0101] The second buffer 131 includes an L video buff-
er 132 and an R video buffer 133, and is a buffer for
storing 3D video frames. More specifically, the L video
buffer 132 stores left-view video frames (referred to here-
inafter as "L video frames") and the R video buffer 133
stores right-view video frames (referred to hereinafter as
"R video frames").

(9-2) The Video Processing Unit 121

[0102] The video processing unit 121 performs
processing of video frames to be output while referring

to the identification information included in the SEIs and
video frames to be output while not referring to the iden-
tification information included in the SEIs according to
instructions provided from the playback controlling unit
117.

(When Referring to Identification Information Included in 
the SEIs)

[0103] The video processing unit 121 receives the sec-
ond reference instruction and the composition informa-
tion from the program determining unit 125 of the play-
back controlling unit 117.
[0104] The video processing unit 121 reads out a
processing-target video frame from the decoded video
buffer 112. When identification information included in
the SEI corresponding to the video frame does not exist
or when the identification information indicates that the
video frame is a 2D video frame, the video processing
unit 121 writes the video frame read out to the first buffer
130 and outputs the 2D output instruction indicating that
the output mode to be applied to the video frame is the
2D output mode to the output controlling unit 122.
[0105] Contrariwise, when reading out a process-
ing-target video frame from the decoded video buffer 112
and further, when the identification information included
in the SEI corresponding to the video frame indicates that
the video frame is a 3D video frame, the video processing
unit 121 generates an L video frame and an R video frame
from the video frame read out, and writes the L video
frame to the L video buffer 132 and writes the R video
frame to the R video buffer 133. In this case, the video
processing unit 121 outputs the 3D output instruction in-
dicating that the output mode to be applied to the video
frame is the 3D output mode to the output controlling unit
122. In specific, when the video frame is generated in
the Side-by-Side format, the video processing unit 121
divides the video frame into left and right sides, and en-
larges each of the sides in the horizontal direction so as
to obtain the L video frame and the R video frame. Sim-
ilarly, when the video stream is generated in the Top-
and-Bottom format, the video processing unit 121 divides
the video frame into top and bottom halves, and enlarges
each of the halves in the vertical direction so as to obtain
the L video frame and the R video frame.

(When Not Referring to Identification Information Includ-
ed in the SEIs)

[0106] When only receiving the first reference instruc-
tion, the video processing unit 121 determines that the
stream to be output is constituted of only 2D video. In
such a case, the video processing unit 121 reads out a
processing-target video frame from the decoded video
buffer 112, and writes the video frame read out to the
first buffer 130 without referring to the identification infor-
mation in the SEI corresponding to the video frame.
[0107] Contrariwise, when receiving both the first ref-
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erence instruction and the composition information, the
video processing unit 121 determines that the stream to
be output is constituted of only 3D video. In such a case,
the video processing unit 121 reads out a processing-tar-
get video frame from the decoded video buffer 112, and
generates an L video frame and an R video frame from
the video frame read out according to the composition
information. Here, the identification information included
in the SEI of the video frame is not referred to. Further,
the video processing unit 121 writes the L video frame
so generated to the L video buffer 132, and writes the R
video frame so generated to the R video buffer 133. Here,
explanation concerning the manner in which an L video
frame and an R video frame are generated according to
the composition information is omitted, since explanation
thereof has been already provided in the above.

(9-3) The Output Controlling Unit 122

[0108] The output controlling unit 122 includes a switch
controlling unit 140, an output unit 141, and a switch 142
as illustrated in Fig. 10.

(The Switch 142)

[0109] The switch 142 switches the buffer connected
to the output unit 141 between the first buffer 130 and
the second buffer 131.

(The Switch Controlling Unit 140)

[0110] The switch controlling unit 140 controls the
switch 142 and thereby switches the buffer connected to
the output unit 14. In specific, the switch controlling unit
140 controls the switch 142 such that the output unit 141
is connected to the first buffer 130 when receiving the
2D output instruction from the playback controlling unit
117 and the video processing unit 121. Contrariwise, the
switch controlling unit 140 controls the switch 142 such
that the output unit 141 is connected to the second buffer
131 when receiving the 3D output instruction from the
playback controlling unit 117 and the video processing
unit 121.

(The Output Unit 141)

[0111] The output unit 141 switches the output cycle
at which the video is output according to instructions pro-
vided from the playback controlling unit 117 and the video
processing unit 121 and outputs the video to the display
device 102. In specific, the output unit 141 sets the output
cycle to 60 Hz when the 2D output instruction has been
provided from the playback controlling unit 117 and the
video processing unit 121. Further, the output unit 141
reads out 2D images which are to be output from the first
buffer 130 connected therewith via the switch 142, and
outputs the 2D images to the display device 102. Con-
trariwise, the output unit 141 sets the output cycle to 120

Hz when the 3D output instruction has been provided
from the playback controlling unit 117 and the video
processing unit 121. Further, the output unit 141 reads
out 3D images which are to be output from the L video
buffer 132 and the R video buffer 133 in alternation, and
outputs the 3D images so read out to the display device
102. As already explained in the above, the L video buffer
132 and the R video buffer 133 are included in the second
buffer 131 connected with the output unit 141 via the
switch 142. Here, explanation is provided under the pre-
sumption that, in an initial state (at a point where a play-
back control file is received), the output cycle is set to 60
Hz.
[0112] In addition, the output unit 141 does not perform
the switching between output cycles when the output
mode specified by the instructions provided from the
playback controlling unit 117 and the video processing
unit 121 is the same as the output mode applied imme-
diately before the reception of the instructions. For in-
stance, when the 2D output instruction is received in a
case where the present output mode is the 2D output
mode, or that is, the output cycle of 60 Hz, the output unit
141 does not perform the switching between output cy-
cles. Similarly, when the 3D output instruction is received
in a case where the present output mode is the 3D output
mode, or that is, the output cycle of 120 Hz, the output
unit 141 does not perform the switching between output
cycles.
[0113] As described in the above, the output unit 141
changes the output mode to the 3D output mode (i.e.
output cycle of 120 Hz) when receiving the 3D output
instruction from the playback controlling unit 117. At this
point where the output unit 141 changes the output mode
to the 3D output mode following the reception of the 3D
output instruction, the decoding of the stream has not yet
been executed. That is, the output unit 141, when the
initial frame of the stream is a 3D video frame, changes
the output mode to the 3D mode before the decoding of
the stream is started and waits for the video processing
unit 121 to perform the above-mentioned processing. In
other words, the output unit 141 enters an output standby
state. As such, the output unit 141 prepares for output of
a given frame by setting the output mode to be applied
to the frame to either the 2D output mode or the 3D output
mode according to the instruction provided from the play-
back controlling unit 117.

(10) Audio Decoding Unit 116

[0114] The audio decoding unit 116 receives an audio
stream from the demultiplexer 114, decodes the audio
stream so received to generate audio, and outputs the
audio so generated.
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1.5 Operation

(1) Overview of Operations of the Content Distribution 
System 1

[0115] In the following, an overview is provided of the
operations of the content distribution system 1 with ref-
erence to the flow of processing illustrated in Fig. 11.
[0116] When a selection of content (a stream) whose
distribution is requested is made as a result of user op-
erations performed by a user (Step S5), the digital tele-
vision 100 transmits file request information including a
playback control file URL specifying a playback control
file corresponding to the selected content to the distribu-
tion server 300 (Step S10).
[0117] The distribution server 300 specifies the play-
back control file corresponding to the playback control
file URL received from the digital television 100 (Step
S15) and transmits the playback control file so specified
to the digital television 100 (Step S20).
[0118] Upon receiving the playback control file, the dig-
ital television 100 interprets the content of the playback
control file (Step S25). Subsequently, the digital televi-
sion 100 transmits stream request information to the dis-
tribution server 300 (Step S30).
[0119] Upon receiving the stream request information,
the distribution server 300 distributes content (a stream,
or more specifically, a TS) whose distribution has been
requested to the digital television 100 (Steps S35, S40).
[0120] The digital television 100 receives the stream
from the distribution server 300, decodes the stream, and
plays back the stream employing an appropriate output
mode (Step S45). The output mode is either the 2D output
mode for 2D video or the 3D output mode for 3D video.

(2) Playback Operations of the Digital Television 100

[0121] In the following, explanation is provided of the
operations of the digital television 100 when playing back
a stream, or more particularly, of the detailed operations
in Steps S25 and S45 illustrated in Fig. 11, with reference
to the flowchart in Fig. 12.
[0122] The program determining unit 125 determines
whether or not the description element as illustrated in
Fig. 8 is included in the playback control file, or that is,
whether or not the stream distributed includes 3D video
(Step S100).
[0123] When the program determining unit 125 deter-
mines that the stream distributed does not include 3D
video, or in other words, that the stream distributed in-
cludes only 2D video ("No" in Step S100), the output
processing unit 118 plays back each of the video frames
contained in the stream in the 2D output mode without
referring to the identification information included in the
SEIs for decoding each of the frames (Step S105).
[0124] When the program determining unit 125 deter-
mines that the stream distributed includes 3D video
("Yes" in Step S100), the program determining unit 125

determines whether the program state flag included in
the playback control file indicates that the identification
information included in the SEIs is to be referred to or
that the identification information included in the SEIs is
not to be referred to (Step S110).
[0125] When the program determining unit 125 deter-
mines that the identification information included in the
SEIs is not to be referred to, or that is, when determining
that "false" is set to "signaling" ("No" in Step S110), the
output processing unit 118 plays back each of the video
frames included in the stream in the 3D output mode
without referring to the identification information included
in the SEIs (Step S 115).
[0126] Contrariwise, when the program determining
unit 125 determines that the playback control file indi-
cates that the identification information included in the
SEIs is to be referred to, or that is, when determining that
"true" is set to "signaling" ("Yes" in Step S110), the initial
frame determining unit 126 determines whether the initial
frame state flag indicates 2D or 3D (Step S120).
[0127] When the initial frame determining unit 126 de-
termines that the initial frame state flag indicates 3D, or
that is, when determining that "3d" is set to "beginning"
("Yes" in Step S120), the output processing unit 118
switches the output mode to the 3D output mode (Step
S125). More specifically, the switch controlling unit 140
controls the switch 142 so that the switch 142 is connect-
ed to the second buffer 131, and the output unit 141
changes the output cycle to 120 Hz.
[0128] When Step S125 has been executed or when
the initial frame determining unit 126 determines that the
initial frame state flag indicates 2D (or that is, when de-
termining that "2d" is set to ‘‘beginning") ("No" in Step
S120), the output processing unit 118 performs playback
processing for video including both 2D and 3D video
(Step S130).

(3) Playback Operations in the 2D Output Mode

[0129] In the following, explanation is provided of op-
erations involved in playback processing in the 2D output
mode performed in Step S105 illustrated in Fig. 12, with
reference to the flowchart in Fig. 13.
[0130] In the following explanation, presumption is
made that, upon the commencement of playback
processing in the 2D output mode, the video processing
unit 121 has received only the first reference instruction
from the playback controlling unit 117 according to the
result of the determination made in Step S100 illustrated
in Fig. 12. In other words, it is presumed that, at this point,
the video processing unit 121 has already made a deter-
mination that the stream to be output is constituted of
only 2D video. In addition, it is also presumed that, at this
point, the output controlling unit 122 has already received
the 2D output instruction from the playback controlling
unit 117 according to the result of the determination made
in Step S100 illustrated in Fig. 12.
[0131] The video decoding unit 115 decodes the video
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stream stored in the encoded video buffer 111 and writes
the video frame obtained to the decoded video buffer 112
(Step S200).
[0132] Subsequently, the video processing unit 121
reads out a processing-target video frame, i.e. a 2D video
frame, from the decoded video buffer 112, and writes the
2D video frame to the first buffer 130 without referring to
the identification information included in the SEI of the
2D video frame (Step 205).
[0133] The output unit 141 sets the output cycle to 60
Hz, reads out the 2D image to be output from the first
buffer 130 connected to the switch 142, and outputs the
2D image so obtained to the display device 102 (Step
S210).
[0134] The video decoding unit 115 determines wheth-
er or not there exists video to be subsequently decoded
(Step S215). When determining that video to be subse-
quently decoded exists ("Yes" in Step S215), the video
decoding unit 115 executes the processing in Step S200.
Contrariwise, when determining that video to be subse-
quently decoded does not exist ("No" in Step S215),
processing is terminated.

 (4) Playback Operations in the 3D Output Mode

[0135] In the following, explanation is provided of op-
erations involved in playback processing in the 3D output
mode performed in Step S115 illustrated in Fig. 12, with
reference to the flowchart in Fig. 14.
[0136] In the following explanation, a presumption is
made that, upon the commencement of the playback
processing for video including only 3D video, the video
processing unit 121 has received both the first reference
instruction and the composition information from the play-
back controlling unit 117 according to the result of the
determination made in Steps S100 and S110 illustrated
in Fig. 12. In other words, it is presumed that, at this point,
the video processing unit 121 has already made a deter-
mination that the stream to be output is constituted of
only 3D video.
[0137] When receiving the 3D output instruction from
the playback controlling unit 117, the switch controlling
unit 140 controls the switch 142 so that the switch 142
is connected to the second buffer 131 (Step S300). Fur-
ther, the output unit 141 switches the output cycle to 120
Hz.
[0138] The video decoding unit 115 decodes the video
stream stored in the encoded video buffer 111 and writes
the video frame obtained to the decoded video buffer 112
(Step S305).
[0139] The video processing unit 121, when reading
out a processing-target video frame from the decoded
video buffer 112, generates an L video frame and an R
video frame from the video frame according to the com-
position information (Step S310). Here, the identification
information included in the SEI of the video frame is not
referred to. The video processing unit 121 writes the L
video frame so generated to the L video buffer 132 and

writes the R video frame so generated to the R video
buffer 133 (Step S315).
[0140] The output unit 141 sets the output cycle to 120
Hz, reads out images to be output from the L video buffer
132 and the R video buffer 133 in alternation, and outputs
the images so read out to the display device 102 (Step
S320). The L video buffer 132 and the R video buffer 133
are included in the second buffer 131 connected with the
switch 142.
[0141] The video decoding unit 115 determines wheth-
er or not there exists video to be subsequently decoded
(Step S325). When determining that video to be subse-
quently decoded exists ("Yes" in Step S325), the video
decoding unit 115 executes the processing in Step S305.
Contrariwise, when determining that video to be subse-
quently decoded does not exist ("No" in Step S325),
processing is terminated.

(5) Playback Operations for Video Including Both 2D and 
3D Video

[0142] In the following, explanation is provided of play-
back processing for video including both 2D and 3D video
performed in Step S130 illustrated in Fig. 12, with refer-
ence to the flowchart in Fig. 15.
[0143] In the following explanation, a presumption is
made that, upon the commencement of the playback
processing for video including both 2D and 3D video, the
video processing unit 121 has received both the second
reference instruction and the composition information
from the playback controlling unit 117 according to the
result of the determination made in Steps S100 and S110
illustrated in Fig. 12. In other words, it is presumed that,
at this point, the video processing unit 121 has already
made a determination that the stream to be output is con-
stituted of both 2D and 3D video.
[0144] The video decoding unit 115 decodes the video
stream stored in the encoded video buffer 111 and writes
the video frame obtained to the decoded video buffer 112
(Step S400).
[0145] The video processing unit 121 determines
whether or not the identification information included in
the SEI of a processing-target video frame indicates that
the video frame is a 3D video frame (Step S405).
[0146] When the video processing unit 121 determines
that the identification information included in the SEI in-
dicates that the video frame is a 3D video frame ("Yes"
in Step S405), the output unit 141 of the output controlling
unit 122 determines whether the present output mode,
i.e. the output cycle, is the 3D output mode (Step S410).
More specifically, when determining that the identifica-
tion information included in the SEI indicates that the vid-
eo frame is a 3D video frame, the video processing unit
121 outputs the 3D output instruction to the output con-
trolling unit 122. When receiving the 3D output instruction
from the video processing unit 121, the output controlling
unit 122 determines whether a previous instruction hav-
ing been provided thereto for a preceding video frame is
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the 3D output instruction or the 2D output instruction. As
such, when the previous instruction provided thereto is
the 3D output instruction, the output controlling unit 122
is able to determine that the present output mode (i.e.
output cycle) is the 3D output mode. Contrariwise, when
the previous instruction provided thereto is the 2D output
instruction, the output controlling unit 122 is able to de-
termine that the present output mode (i.e. output cycle)
is the 2D output mode.
[0147] When determining that the present output mode
is not the 3D output mode ("No" in Step S410), the output
unit 141 switches the output mode to the 3D output mode,
or in other words, switches the output cycle to 120 Hz
(Step S415). Following this, processing proceeds to Step
S420. Contrariwise, when determining that the present
output mode is the 3D output mode ("Yes" in Step S410),
the output unit 141 does not perform the switching be-
tween output modes, and processing proceeds to Step
S420.
[0148] The video processing unit 121, when reading
out a processing-target video frame from the decoded
video buffer 112, generates an L video frame and an R
video frame from the video frame according to the com-
position information (Step S420). The video processing
unit 121 writes the L video frame so generated to the L
video buffer 132 and writes the R video frame so gener-
ated to the R video buffer 133 (Step S425).
[0149] The output unit 141 sets the output cycle to 120
Hz, reads out images to be output from the L video buffer
132 and the R video buffer 133 in alternation, and outputs
the images so read out to the display device 102 (Step
S430). The L video buffer 132 and the R video buffer 133
are included in the second buffer 131 connected with the
switch 142.
[0150] Contrariwise, when the video processing unit
121 determines that the identification information includ-
ed in the SEI indicates that the video frame is not a 3D
video frame, or in other words, that the video frame is a
2D video frame ("No" in Step S405), the output unit 141
determines whether the present output mode, i.e. the out-
put cycle, is the 2D output mode (Step S435). More spe-
cifically, when determining that the identification informa-
tion included in the SEI indicates that the video frame is
a 2D video frame, the video processing unit 121 outputs
the 2D output instruction to the output controlling unit
122. As already described in the above, the output con-
trolling unit 122, when receiving the 2D output instruction
from the video processing unit 121, determines whether
the previous instruction provided thereto for a preceding
video frame is the 3D output instruction or the 2D output
instruction.
[0151] When determining that the present output mode
is not the 2D output mode ("No" in Step S435), the output
unit 141 switches the output mode to the 2D output mode,
or in other words, switches the output cycle to 60 Hz
(Step S440). Following this, processing proceeds to Step
S445. Contrariwise, when determining that the present
output mode is the 2D output mode ("Yes" in Step S435),

the output unit 141 does not perform the switching be-
tween output modes, and processing proceeds to Step
S445.
[0152] The video processing unit 121 reads out a
processing-target video frame, i.e. a 2D video frame,
from the decoded video buffer 112 and writes the 2D
video frame to the first buffer 130 (Step 445).
[0153] The output unit 141 sets the output cycle to 60
Hz, reads out the 2D image to be output from the first
buffer 130 connected to the switch 142, and outputs the
2D image so obtained to the display device 102 (Step
S450).
[0154] The video decoding unit 115 determines wheth-
er or not there exists video to be subsequently decoded
(Step S455). When determining that video to be subse-
quently decoded exists ("Yes" in Step S455), the video
decoding unit 115 executes the processing in Step S400.
Contrariwise, when determining that video to be subse-
quently decoded does not exist (‘‘No" in Step S455),
processing is terminated.

(6) Specific Example of Operations

[0155] In the following, explanation is provided of the
operations involved in playback processing by referring
to a diagram illustrating transition of processing between
components.

(6-1) A Case where Identification Information Included in 
SEIs Is Referred to

[0156] In the following, explanation is provided of play-
back processing performed while referring to the identi-
fication information included in the SEIs, with reference
to the flow of processing illustrated in Fig. 16. Here, it
should be noted that the explanation in the following is
provided under the presumption that the description el-
ement 321 exists in the playback control file, and in the
description element 321, (i) the 3D composition state flag
indicates the Side-by-Side format, (ii) the program state
flag indicates that the identification information included
in the SEIs is to be referred to, and (iii) the initial frame
state flag indicates 2D.
[0157] The distribution server 300 transmits the play-
back control file to the digital television 100 (Step S500).
[0158] The playback controlling unit 117 determines
whether the playback control file received includes the
description element 321, and, when determining that the
description element 321 exists, interprets description in-
cluded in each of the state flags included in the descrip-
tion element 321 (Step S505). In this case, the playback
controlling unit 117 makes an interpretation that (i) the
stream to be distributed includes both 2D video and 3D
video, (ii) the 3D video included in the stream is in the
Side-by-Side format, and (iii) the initial frame of the
stream is a 2D video frame.
[0159] The playback controlling unit 117 outputs com-
position information to the video processing unit 121
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(Step S508). The composition information is in accord-
ance with the result of the interpretation performed with
respect to the 3D composition state flag, and in this case,
indicates that the 3D video included in the stream has
been generated in the Side-by-Side format.
[0160] Following this, the playback controlling unit 117
transmits stream request information to the distribution
server 300 (Step S510).
[0161] In response, the distribution server 300 trans-
mits the stream having been requested to the digital tel-
evision 100 (Step S515).
[0162] The input/output unit 113 performs buffering by
writing the stream so received to the TS buffer 110 (Step
S520). The demultiplexer 114 demultiplexes the stream
written to the TS buffer 110 into a video stream and an
audio stream in this case (Step S525). Here, the video
stream obtained as a result of the demultiplexing is writ-
ten to the encoded video buffer 111.
[0163] The video decoding unit 115 decodes the video
stream written in the encoded video buffer 111, and writes
the video frames obtained to the decoded video buffer
112 (Step S530).
[0164] Subsequently, the video processing unit 121
determines whether a processing-target video frame is
a 2D video frame or a 3D video frame by referring to the
identification information included in the SEI of the video
frame (Step S535). The video processing unit 121 out-
puts an instruction in accordance with the result of the
determination to the output controlling unit 122 (Step
S540). In specific, the video processing unit 121 outputs
the 2D output instruction when determining that the video
frame is a 2D video frame, and outputs the 3D output
instruction when determining that the video frame is a
3D video frame.
[0165] The video processing unit 121 performs buffer-
ing with respect to the video frame according to the result
of the determination in Step S535 (Step S545). In spe-
cific, the video processing unit 121 reads out the process-
ing-target video frame from the decoded video buffer 112
and stores the video frame to the first buffer 130 when
determining that the video frame is a 2D video frame.
Contrariwise, when determining that the processing-tar-
get video frame is a 3D video frame, the video processing
unit 121 reads out the video frame from the decoded
video buffer 112, generates an L video frame and an R
video frame from the video frame, and writes the L video
frame to the L video buffer 132 and writes the R video
frame to the R video buffer 133. Here, the generation of
the L video frame and the R video frame is performed
according to the composition information.
[0166] The output controlling unit 122 switches be-
tween output modes according to the instruction received
from the video processing unit 121 (Step S550) and out-
puts images stored in the frame buffer 120 (Step S555).

(6-2) A Case where Identification Information Included in 
the SEIs Is Referred to and the Initial Frame State Flag 
Indicates 3D

[0167] In the following, explanation is provided of play-
back processing performed when the identification infor-
mation included in the SEIs is referred to and further,
when the initial frame state flag indicates 3D. The expla-
nation provided in the following focuses on points differ-
ing from the processing illustrated in Fig. 16.
[0168] The processing in Steps S500-S508 illustrated
in Fig. 16 is performed by the distribution server 300 and
the playback controlling unit 117 of the content output
device 101. Here, in the processing in Step S505, the
playback controlling unit 117 makes an interpretation that
(i) the stream to be distributed includes both 2D video
and 3D video, (ii) the 3D video included in the stream is
in the Side-by-Side format, and (iii) the initial frame is a
3D video frame.
[0169] Following this, and prior to the execution of the
processing in Step S510 by the playback controlling unit
117, the playback controlling unit 117 and the output con-
trolling unit 122 execute the processing described in the
following.
[0170] The playback controlling unit 117 outputs the
3D output instruction to the output controlling unit 122.
The 3D output instruction is output in accordance with
the result of the interpretation performed with respect to
the initial frame state flag.
[0171] The output controlling unit 122 sets the output
mode to the 3D output mode. More specifically, the switch
controlling unit 140 controls the switch 142 so that the
switch 142 is connected to the second buffer 131, and
the output unit 141 changes the output cycle to 120 Hz.
[0172] When such processing (output of the 3D output
instruction and setting of the 3D output mode) has been
performed, the processing corresponding to Step S510
and the following steps illustrated in Fig. 16 is executed.
[0173] Since explanation concerning the processing
corresponding to Step S510 and the following steps has
already been provided in the above, explanation thereof
is omitted in the following.
[0174] According to the operations explained in the
above, the output controlling unit 122 does not need to
perform the switching between output modes in Step
S550 even when a determination is made by the video
processing unit 121 that the initial frame is a 3D video
frame. This is since the output controlling unit 122 has
already set the output mode to the 3D output mode prior
to this point by receiving the 3D output instruction from
the playback controlling unit 117.

(6-3) A Case where Identification Information Included in 
SEIs Is Not Referred to

[0175] In the following, explanation is provided of play-
back processing performed while not referring to the
identification information included in the SEIs, with ref-
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erence to the flow of processing illustrated in Fig. 17. It
should be noted that the explanation in the following is
provided under the presumption that the description el-
ement 321 exists in the playback control file, and in the
description element 321, (i) the 3D composition state flag
indicates the Side-by-Side format; (ii) the program state
flag indicates that the identification information included
in the SEls is not to be referred to; and (iii) the initial frame
state flag indicates 3D.
[0176] The distribution server 300 transmits the play-
back control file to the digital television 100 (Step S600).
[0177] The playback controlling unit 117 determines
whether the playback control file received includes the
description element 321, and, when determining that the
description element 321 exists, interprets description in-
cluded in each of the state flags included in the descrip-
tion element 321 (Step S605). In this case, the playback
controlling unit 117 makes an interpretation that (i) the
stream to be distributed is constituted of only 3D video,
(ii) the 3D video is in the Side-by-Side format, and (iii)
the initial frame is a 3D video frame.
[0178] The playback controlling unit 117 outputs com-
position information to the video processing unit 121
(Step S610). The composition information is in accord-
ance with the result of the interpretation performed with
respect to the 3D composition state flag, and in this case,
indicates that the 3D video included in the stream has
been generated in the Side-by-Side format. Further, the
playback controlling unit 117 outputs the 3D output in-
struction to the output controlling unit 122 (Step S615).
The 3D output instruction is output in accordance with
the result of the interpretation performed with respect to
the initial frame state flag.
[0179] The output controlling unit 122 sets the output
mode to the 3D output mode (Step S620). More specif-
ically, the switch controlling unit 140 controls the switch
142 so that the switch 142 is connected to the second
buffer 131, and changes the output cycle to 120 Hz.
[0180] Following this, the playback controlling unit 117
transmits stream request information to the distribution
server 300 (Step S625).
[0181] In response, the distribution server 300 trans-
mits the stream having been requested to the digital tel-
evision 100 (Step S630).
[0182] The input/output unit 113 performs buffering by
writing the stream so received to the TS buffer 110 (Step
S635).The demultiplexer 114 demultiplexes the stream
written to the TS buffer 110 into a video stream and an
audio stream in this case (Step S640). Here, the video
stream obtained as a result of the demultiplexing is writ-
ten to the encoded video buffer 111.
[0183] The video decoding unit 115 decodes the video
stream written in the encoded video buffer 111, and writes
the video frames obtained to the decoded video buffer
112 (Step S645).
[0184] When reading out a processing-target video
frame from the decoded video buffer 112, the video
processing unit 121 generates an L video frame and an

R video frame from the video frame, and writes the L
video frame to the L video buffer 132 and writes the R
video frame to the R video buffer 133 (Step S650). Here,
the identification information included in the SEI of the
video frame is not referred to, and the generation of the
L video frame and the R video frame is performed ac-
cording to the composition information.
[0185] The output controlling unit 122 outputs the video
frame stored in the frame buffer 120 in the 3D output
mode (Step S655).

1.6 Modifications

[0186] Although description has been provided in the
above on the present invention with reference to a first
embodiment thereof, the present invention is not limited
to such an embodiment. Various modifications as de-
scribed in the following are construed as being included
in the scope of the present invention.
[0187] (1) In the new description element 321 provided
to the playback control file described in the above-de-
scribed embodiment, both the program state flag and the
initial frame state flag are set. However, the present in-
vention is not limited to this.
[0188] That is, only one of the program state flag and
the initial frame state flag may be set to the description
element 321.
[0189] Figs. 18A and 18B illustrate description to be
included in the description element 321 in such cases.
[0190] A description element 321a illustrated in Fig.
18A indicates description being provided in a case where
specification is made of (i) the generation method of the
3D video frames and (ii) whether or not the identification
information included in the SEIs is to be referred to.
[0191] The operations in this case may be realized by
deleting Steps S120 and S125 illustrated in Fig. 12.
[0192] A description element 321b b illustrated in Fig.
18B indicates description being provided in a case where
specification is made of (i) the generation method of the
3D video frames and (ii) a video type of the initial frame.
[0193] The operations in this case may be realized by
deleting Steps S110 and S115 illustrated in Fig. 12.
[0194] In addition, both the program state flag and the
initial frame state flag are provided with respect to a
stream corresponding to a single program in the above-
described embodiment. However, the present invention
is not limited to this.
[0195] When content contained in the stream is con-
stituted of multiple chapters, the program state flag and
the initial frame state flag may be set with respect to each
of the chapters.
[0196] Fig. 18C illustrates an example of a description
element 322 provided to the playback control file in such
a case. For instance, when setting an initial frame state
flag for each of the chapters constituting the content, an
initial frame state flag may be additionally provided to the
description of <chapter_point> indicating a starting point
of a chapter.
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[0197] In such a case, when receiving information from
a user related to a chapter the user desires to view, such
as a chapter number, the digital television 100 performs
the processing illustrated in Fig. 12. Here, it is to be noted
that, in this case, determination is made in Step S120 of
whether an initial frame state flag that is included in
"content_chapter_info" and that corresponds to the
chapter whose information has been received indicates
"2d" or "3d", rather than determining whether the initial
frame state flag included in "es_info" indicates "2d" or
"3d". The initial frame state flag included in the "es_info"
and the initial frame state flag included in the "content_
chapter_info" are respectively illustrated in Fig. 8 and
Fig. 18C.
[0198] In addition, dynamic generation of the program
state flag and the initial frame state flag may be performed
in cases where playback is performed starting from a
given position of the stream. Such cases include, for in-
stance, a case where playback of a stream is resumed
after being temporarily suspended.
[0199] Further, the description included in the playback
control file may be as illustrated in Fig. 19.

(1-1) Fig. 19

[0200] Fig. 19 illustrates file description 330a indicating
(i) whether a program related thereto is a single program
including only 3D video at all portions thereof and (ii)
whether an initial frame of the program is a 3D video
frame or a 2D video frame.
[0201] Description 331a surrounded by broken lines
includes description specifying that the program indicat-
ed by the file description 330a is a 3D program and also
includes description concerning the details of the 3D pro-
gram. In specific, the description 331a indicates: (i) that
the frames are in the Side-by-Side format; (ii) whether
an entirety of the program or only a part of the program
is constituted of 3D video; and (iii) whether the head por-
tion of the program is constituted of 3D video or 2D video.
[0202] Description 332a includes description indicat-
ing that the frames of the program are in the Side-by-
Side format.
[0203] Description 333a includes description indicat-
ing (i) whether an entirety of the program or only a certain
portion of the program is constituted of 3D video and (ii)
whether the head portion of the program is constituted
of 3D video or 2D video. For instance, description of
"entire3d" included in the description 333a indicates that
the entire program is constituted of 3D video. In such a
case, the digital television 100 is able to perform playback
processing in the 3D output mode (refer to Fig. 14) with-
out having to refer to the identification information pro-
vided to the frames constituting the program.
[0204] Further, description of "partial3d_start3d" in-
cluded in the description 333a indicates that (i) a certain
portion of the program is constituted of 3D video and (ii)
the head portion of the program is constituted of 3D video.
In such a case, the digital television 100 is able to perform

playback processing for video including both 2D and 3D
video by switching the output mode to the 3D output mode
in advance.
[0205] Further, description of "partial3d_start2d" in-
cluded in the description 323a indicates that (i) a certain
portion of the program is constituted of 3D video and (ii)
the head portion of the program is constituted of 2D video.
In such a case, the digital television 100 is able to perform
playback processing for video including both 2D and 3D
video by not changing the output mode from the initial
state (2D output mode) upon commencement of play-
back processing.
[0206] (2) The 3D composition state flag, the program
state flag, and the initial frame state flag are set to
<video_info> included in the playback control file in the
above-described embodiment. However, the present in-
vention is not limited to this.
[0207] That is, such state flags may be set to any lo-
cation of the playback control file, provided that the in-
terpretation of such state flags can be performed. Alter-
natively, such state flags may be provided in the form of
independent files, or information similar to the state flags
may be set to a header of a stream to be distributed.
[0208] (3) In the above-described embodiment, de-
scription has been provided presuming that the format
of the streams distributed is a format specified under
MPEG-4 AVC/H.264. However, the present invention is
not limited to this.
[0209] The format of the streams to be distributed may
be a format specified under MPEG-2 and other video
compression-coding methods.
[0210] (4) In the above-described embodiment, de-
scription has been provided taking a digital television as
an example of a playback apparatus receiving and play-
ing back streams. However, the present invention is not
limited to this, and the playback apparatus need not be
a digital television.
[0211] The playback apparatus that receives and plays
back streams may be a recorder, a set-top box, etc.
[0212] (5) In the above-described embodiment, the
digital television 100 and the distribution server 300 are
connected to each other via the internet. However, the
present invention is not limited to this.
[0213] The digital television 100 and the distribution
server 300, in combination, may be considered as a sin-
gle device when presuming that connection therebe-
tween is established via a leased line. Further, the dis-
tribution server 300 may be, for instance, a detachable
device composed of a portable recording medium (an
SD card, a DVD Disc, a Blu-ray Disc and the like) storing
content in the form of streams.
[0214] (6) In the above-described embodiment, con-
tent is distributed in the form of streams via the internet.
However, the present invention is not limited to this.
[0215] The content may be recorded on packaged me-
dia in the form of streams. Alternatively, the content may
be content once having been broadcasted by using
broadcast waves and then recorded with use of a record-
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ing device. In addition, the content may also be distrib-
uted in a downloadable form on the internet. The content
may also be motion pictures produced with use of a video
camera or the like. That is, the content may be distributed
in any form, given that the content (stream) is stored in
association with a file including information correspond-
ing to the description element 321 as described in the
above.
[0216] (7) In the above-described embodiment, de-
scription has been provided on switching between output
cycles applied to 2D video and 3D video taking a plasma
television as example. However, the present invention is
not limited to this.
[0217] The technology of switching between output cy-
cles as described in the above-described embodiment
may be applied to any apparatus including a display de-
vice, provided that a certain amount of time is required
for switching between displaying of 2D video and display-
ing of 3D video (that is, the switching is not completed
within an interval corresponding to one video frame) due
to a different panel driving method being applied for dis-
playing each type of video.
[0218] (8) In the above-described embodiment, the
frame buffers, namely the first buffer and the second buff-
er (the L image buffer and the R image buffer), are pro-
vided as different components in a physical sense. How-
ever, the present invention is not limited to this.
[0219] The first buffer, the L image buffer, and the R
image buffer may be collectively embodied on one phys-
ical component, and switching between the buffers may
be realized by utilizing time-sharing.
[0220] (9) In the above-described embodiment, the
output cycle applied to 2D video is set to 1/60 seconds/cy-
cle. However, the present invention is not limited to this.
[0221] 2D video may be output at other cycles (for in-
stance, 1/50 seconds/cycle). When making such an ar-
rangement, 3D video is output at half the cycle at which
2D video is output (for instance, 1/100 seconds/cycle).
[0222] (10) In the above-described embodiment, de-
scription has been provided based on a frame compatible
method such as the Side-by-Side format. However, the
present invention is not limited to this.
[0223] For instance, the present invention may be ap-
plied to a service compatible method involving the use
of an encoding method such as H.264/MVC.
[0224] In such a case, the determination of whether
each of frames constituting content containing both 2D
and 3D video is a 2D frame or a 3D frame is performed
by (i) detecting whether or not a dependent view stream
exists with use of a Subset sequence parameter set or
the like, (ii) detecting whether or not an elementary
stream containing a dependent view stream exists, or (iii)
interpreting an MVC_extension_descriptor or a hierarchy
_descriptor, both of which being included in the PMT and
including description concerning existence/non-exist-
ence of a dependent view stream.
[0225] (11) In the above-described embodiment, de-
scription of information concerning content is included in

the playback control file. However, the present invention
is not limited to this.
[0226] For instance, description of similar information
may be included as attribute information of an object el-
ement or an video element in an HTML document or a
BML document.
[0227] (12) The method described in the above-de-
scribed embodiment may be realized by storing a pro-
gram including description of the procedures of the meth-
od to a memory and causing a CPU (Central Processing
Unit) or the like to read out the program from the memory
and execute the program.
[0228] Alternatively, a program including description
of the procedures of the above-described method may
be stored on a recording medium and may be distributed.
[0229]  (13) The structures (functional blocks) pertain-
ing to the above-described embodiment may be imple-
mented as an LSI (Large Scale Integration), which is an
integrated circuit. That is, each of the structures may be
separately integrated into a single chip, or the structures
may be integrated into a single chip including a part or
all of the structures. Although description has been made
on the basis of an LSI in the above, the name of the
integrated circuit may differ according to the degree of
integration of the chips. Other integrated circuits include
an IC (Integrated Circuit), a system LSI, a super LSI, and
an ultra LSI. Further, the method applied for forming in-
tegrated circuits is not limited to the LSI, and the present
invention may be realized on a dedicated circuit or a gen-
eral purpose processor. For example, the present inven-
tion may be realized on an FPGA (Field Programmable
Gate Array) being an LSI which can be programmed after
manufacturing, or a reconfigurable processor being a
LSI, reconfiguration of which could be made to the con-
nection of internal circuit cells and settings. In addition,
the computation performed by such structures may be
performed by, for instance, a DSP (Digital Signal Proc-
essor), a CPU (Central Processing Unit) and or the like.
Further, such processing steps may be recorded on a
recording medium as a program, and may be realized by
executing such a program.
[0230] Further in addition, if a new technology of circuit
integration replacing that of the LSI emerges as a result
of the progress made in the field of semiconductor tech-
nology or another technology deriving therefrom, the in-
tegration of function blocks may be performed applying
such technology. At this point, there is a possibility of
biotechnology being applied to induce the future devel-
opment of circuit integration technology.
[0231] (14) Furthermore, combinations of the above-
described embodiment and the modifications are con-
strued as being included in the scope of the present in-
vention.

1.7. Supplement

[0232] (1) One aspect of the present invention is a con-
tent distribution system including a distribution server that
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distributes a program stream pertaining to program con-
tent and a playback apparatus that decodes and plays
back the program stream, the distribution server and the
playback apparatus being connected via a network, the
distribution server comprising: a distribution unit that dis-
tributes, to the playback apparatus via the network, the
program stream and a program state flag associated with
the program stream, the program state flag indicating
whether or not the program content is constituted of only
3D video, and the playback apparatus comprising: a re-
ception unit that receives, from the distribution server,
the program stream and the program state flag; a deter-
mination unit that determines, prior to decoding of the
program stream, whether or not the program state flag
indicates that the program content is constituted of only
3D video; and a playback unit that decodes the program
stream and that performs control so as to play back the
program stream as 3D video without determining whether
or not each of frames included in the program stream is
a 3D video frame when the determination unit determines
that the program state flag indicates that the program
content is constituted of only 3D video.
[0233] According to this structure, the distribution serv-
er of the content distribution system transmits the pro-
gram stream and the program state flag to the playback
apparatus. The playback apparatus decodes and plays
back the program stream without determining whether
or not each of the frames included in the program stream
is a 3D video frame when determining, prior to decoding
the program stream, that the program content corre-
sponding to the program stream is constituted of only 3D
video by using the program state flag. As such, when a
program content constituted of only 3D video is distrib-
uted as a single distribution-target content in a content
distribution service, the content distribution system inhib-
its the execution of the processing of determining wheth-
er or not each of the frames included in the program con-
tent is a 3D video frame.
[0234] (2) One aspect of the present invention is a play-
back apparatus that receives a program stream pertain-
ing to program content from a distribution server con-
nected thereto via a network and that decodes and plays
back the program stream, the playback apparatus com-
prising: a reception unit that receives, from the distribu-
tion server via the network, the program stream and a
program state flag associated with the program stream,
the program state flag indicating whether or not the pro-
gram content is constituted of only 3D video; a determi-
nation unit that determines, prior to decoding of the pro-
gram stream, whether or not the program state flag indi-
cates that the program content is constituted of only 3D
video; and a playback unit that decodes the program
stream and that performs control so as to play back the
program stream as 3D video without determining whether
or not each of frames included in the program stream is
a 3D video frame when the determination unit determines
that the program state flag indicates that the program
content is constituted of only 3D video.

[0235] According to this structure, the playback appa-
ratus decodes and plays back the program stream with-
out determining whether or not each of the frames includ-
ed in the program stream is a 3D video frame when de-
termining, prior to decoding the program stream, that the
program content corresponding to the program stream
is constituted of only 3D video by using the program state
flag. As such, when program content is constituted of
only 3D video, the playback apparatus inhibits the exe-
cution of the processing of determining whether or not
each of the frames included in the program content is a
3D video frame.
[0236] (3) In the playback apparatus, each of the fra-
mes included in the program stream may be associated
with a piece of identification information, a piece of iden-
tification information associated with a given frame indi-
cating whether the frame is a 3D video frame or a 2D
video frame, and when the determination unit determines
that the program state flag indicates that the program
content is not constituted of only 3D video, the playback
unit may decode the program stream, refer to a corre-
sponding piece of identification information for each of
the frames included in the program stream, and (i) when
a given frame is a 2D video frame, perform control so as
to play back the frame as 2D video and (ii) when a given
frame is a 3D video frame, perform control so as to play
back the frame as 3D video.
[0237] According to this structure, when determining
that the program stream is not constituted of only 3D
video prior to decoding the program stream, the playback
apparatus can perform control so as to appropriately play
back each of the frames included in the program stream
according to whether a given frame is a 2D video frame
or a 3D video frame by using the identification information
associated with the frame.
[0238] (4) In addition, one aspect of the present inven-
tion is a distribution server that distributes a program
stream pertaining to program content to a playback ap-
paratus connected thereto via a network, the playback
apparatus decoding and playing back the program
stream, the distribution server comprising: a distribution
unit that distributes, to the playback apparatus via the
network, the program stream and a program state flag
associated with the program stream, the program state
flag indicating whether or not the program content is con-
stituted of only 3D video.
[0239] According to this structure, the distribution serv-
er transmits the program state flag indicating whether or
not the program content is constituted of only 3D video
to the playback apparatus. Hence, the playback appara-
tus is able to determine whether or not the program con-
tent is constituted of only 3D video by referring to the
program state flag. Further, when determining that the
program content is constituted of only 3D video, the play-
back apparatus decodes and plays back the program
stream without determining whether or not each of the
frames included in the program stream is a 3D video
frame. As such, the execution of the processing of de-
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termining whether or not each of the frames included in
the program content is a 3D video frame is inhibited when
the program content is constituted of only 3D video.

[Industrial Applicability]

[0240] The above-described content distribution sys-
tem is useful in the distribution and playback of content
including either one of 3D or 2D video and content in-
cluding both 3D and 2D video.

[Reference Signs List]

[0241]

Claims

1. A content distribution system including a distribution
server that distributes a program stream pertaining
to program content and a playback apparatus that

1 content distribution system
2 network
100 digital television
101 content output device
102 display device
110 TS buffer

111 encoded video buffer
112 decoded video buffer
113 input/output unit
114 demultiplexer
115 video decoder

116 audio decoder
117 playback controlling unit
118 output processing unit
119 user operation controlling unit
120 frame buffer
121 video processing unit

122 output controlling unit
125 program determining unit
126 initial frame determining unit
130 first buffer
131 second buffer
132 L image buffer

133 R image buffer
140 switch controlling unit
141 output unit
142 switch
200 3D glasses
300 distribution server

301 content storing unit
302 distribution controlling unit
303 input/output unit

decodes and plays back the program stream, the
distribution server and the playback apparatus being
connected via a network,
the distribution server comprising:

a distribution unit that distributes, to the playback
apparatus via the network, the program stream
and a program state flag associated with the pro-
gram stream, the program state flag indicating
whether or not the program content is constitut-
ed of only 3D video, and

the playback apparatus comprising:

a reception unit that receives, from the distribu-
tion server, the program stream and the program
state flag;
a determination unit that determines, prior to de-
coding of the program stream, whether or not
the program state flag indicates that the program
content is constituted of only 3D video; and
a playback unit that decodes the program
stream and that performs control so as to play
back the program stream as 3D video without
determining whether or not each of frames in-
cluded in the program stream is a 3D video frame
when the determination unit determines that the
program state flag indicates that the program
content is constituted of only 3D video.

2. A playback apparatus that receives a program
stream pertaining to program content from a distri-
bution server connected thereto via a network and
that decodes and plays back the program stream,
the playback apparatus comprising:

a reception unit that receives, from the distribu-
tion server via the network, the program stream
and a program state flag associated with the pro-
gram stream, the program state flag indicating
whether or not the program content is constitut-
ed of only 3D video;
a determination unit that determines, prior to de-
coding of the program stream, whether or not
the program state flag indicates that the program
content is constituted of only 3D video; and
a playback unit that decodes the program
stream and that performs control so as to play
back the program stream as 3D video without
determining whether or not each of frames in-
cluded in the program stream is a 3D video frame
when the determination unit determines that the
program state flag indicates that the program
content is constituted of only 3D video.

3. The playback apparatus of Claim 2, wherein
each of the frames included in the program stream
is associated with a piece of identification informa-
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tion, a piece of identification information associated
with a given frame indicating whether the frame is a
3D video frame or a 2D video frame, and
when the determination unit determines that the pro-
gram state flag indicates that the program content is
not constituted of only 3D video, the playback unit
decodes the program stream, refers to a correspond-
ing piece of identification information for each of the
frames included in the program stream, and (i) when
a given frame is a 2D video frame, performs control
so as to play back the frame as 2D video and (ii)
when a given frame is a 3D video frame, performs
control so as to play back the frame as 3D video.

4. A distribution server that distributes a program
stream pertaining to program content to a playback
apparatus connected thereto via a network, the play-
back apparatus decoding and playing back the pro-
gram stream, the distribution server comprising:

a distribution unit that distributes, to the playback
apparatus via the network, the program stream
and a program state flag associated with the pro-
gram stream, the program state flag indicating
whether or not the program content is constitut-
ed of only 3D video.

5. A playback method used in a playback apparatus
that receives a program stream pertaining to pro-
gram content from a distribution server connected
thereto via a network and that decodes and plays
back the program stream, the playback method com-
prising:

a reception step of receiving, from the distribu-
tion server via the network, the program stream
and a program state flag associated with the pro-
gram stream, the program state flag indicating
whether or not the program content is constitut-
ed of only 3D video;
a determination step of determining, prior to de-
coding of the program stream, whether or not
the program state flag indicates that the program
content is constituted of only 3D video; and
a playback step of decoding the program stream
and performing control so as to play back the
program stream as 3D video without determin-
ing whether or not each of frames included in
the program stream is a 3D video frame when
determined, in the determination step, that the
program state flag indicates that the program
content is constituted of only 3D video.

6. A distribution method used in a distribution server
that distributes a program stream pertaining to pro-
gram content to a playback apparatus connected
thereto via a network, the playback apparatus de-
coding and playing back the program stream, the

distribution method comprising:

a distribution step of distributing, to the playback
apparatus via the network, the program stream
and a program state flag associated with the pro-
gram stream, the program state flag indicating
whether or not the program content is constitut-
ed of only 3D video.
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